Brady wins number 500

By Matt Burns
Sport Editor

Just days before his first weekend of conference play, the U.M-St. Louis baseball team defeated Central Missouri State 13-2 on Thursday. With the victory, Rivers men Head Coach Jim Brady reached a milestone in his career at U.M-Louis. Collecting win number 500, Brady is one of 41 coaches in NCAA Division II history to reach 500 wins and one of 29 active coaches to hit that number.

“"This milestone is a reflection of the vast majority of quality players that have passed through this program."

— Jim Brady, Rivermen Head Coach

Following a series of wins over conference rival Lewis this weekend, Brady said, "This milestone is a reflection of the vast majority of quality players that have passed through this program. I’ve tried to surround myself with coaches and players who are as enamored of baseball as we are. At Lewis, we’ve never thrown a pitch, but love to take one every day."

Brady added, "I think the majority of quality players that we have passed through this program are as much my sons as my assistants with not only the desire to compete but the wish and the will to win, guys that are not afraid to battle against all odds in order to achieve success."

The victory over Lewis brought Brady’s record to 500-549-12, and with Brady and Slippery slider Greg Gillen Collins, the active three active coaches in the Ohio Valley Conference with 500 career victories. Lewis’ head coach 760-770-11.

"That’s a great accomplishment," Brady said. "I mean, you’ve got to work really hard to get that many wins, especially at one school. My hat’s off to him and the team. I’m sure he’ll have many more goals to get to, lives and playoff games to get to. I want to stay as good a program as possible in St. Louis, Missouri, it probably was very pleasing to Coach Brady."

The fact that his team defeated UCM at home in every chance, Brady especially after the turn started the season with a 2-19 record following away games in Florida.

“We walk into their house, and we beat their ass 13-2 after we made a strong statement down in Florida,” Brady said. “The best team in the state of Florida. Our former coach Joe Scharf, famously head coach at St. Louis Community College-Meramec, now coaches at Central Louisiana, formerly another assistant, now head coach at Ouray High School. In addition, former UCM head coach Jim Brady and current UCM head coach are head coach at Ouray High School."

I hold the belief that if you are successful in the majority of those guys that have come through these programs, they’re probably a pretty tough kid. And, like any resident of a living unit is expected to adhere to the rules of the University Meadows. If any resident of a living unit is expected to adhere to the rules of the University Meadows. If any resident of a living unit is expected to adhere to the rules of the University Meadows.

Housing and residence life at the University of Missouri-St. Louis is a mix of the local, state and federal. The Residential Halls may see the dorms, or display any beverage or alcohol problem from time to time.
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Optometry. Theft awareness. Remember: crime information luxve information.

Located on the 1st floor of the MSC, Women Gallery Visio is open to the public. For more information, contact Jihanah at 516-5111 career services@umsl.edu

To pre-register and see a document, visit www.umsl.edu/services/recsport

Deadline is Free for pre-registered job seekers!

Admission is Free for pre-registered job seekers!

To pre-register and see a list of companies that will attend, visit our website at: www.umsl.edu/depts/career/activities

For more information, contact Career Services

278 Millennium Student
516-5111 career_services@umsl.edu

A subject at 2924 Pilgrim was stolen from an examination area in his apartment.

A student reported a license plate renewal tab and half of a parking permit.

The event is free and open to the public.

The event is free and open to the public.

The event is free and open to the public.

The event is free and open to the public.

Thru April 17 Gallery Visio

"St. Louis Writers on the Move: A Retrospective of UMSL, Louis Writer's Arline." is currently on display at Gallery Visio. Gallery Visio is located on the 1st floor of the MSC, next to The Pause.

Thru April 17 Submissions wanted

Belleview is accepting submissions (poetry, short stories, essays, photos, artwork, etc.). Include your name, phone, e-mail, and check for胆on at the History College Student Office, the English Department Office, 500-A, or the Fine Arts Office. Deadline: April 17. For more info, email succy@umsl.edu.

Mon 17 Chemistry Colloquium

The 56th annual Robert W. Miner Lecture is at 4 p.m. in 111 Wollman Hall. The event is free and open to the public. For more information, contact Lawrence Freeman at 516-3534.

Mon 17 (cont.) Res Sports

Rec Sports assortment classes begin TODAY, March 17 and run through May 9. One fee allows participants to attend any class any time for the entire 8-week session (tread - $55,actics, soft and_ed - $35, others - $45). Try classes like yoga, kickboxing, yoga strength, poignant and more. For a complete wellness schedule or to register online, please visit Visio.com or call 516-5326 or check www.umsl.edu/services/wellness.

Tues 18 Career Services

A Resume Writing Workshop is from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in MSCC. Registration required. Call 516-5511 or visit Career Services at 151-5511. The event is free and open to students.

18 Student Senate

The Student Senate is holding an informational meeting for incoming freshmen to the organization at 2 p.m. in the continnous room in the MSC. For more information, contact Rhonda at 516-6802.

March 11 - Thirf Under OSh

At the Normandy Residence Hall - Loft II of the third-floor company, a student's wallet was stolen from a vehicle.

March 11 - Property Damage

At the third-floor company, a student reported a property Damage.

The annual Stagnant is on its way! Look for The Stagnant for a good laugh and some great satire. On racks March 31.

Thurs 20 Zeta Phi Beta

As part of Zeta Week 2003, Zeta Phi Beta presents Tight Tuesday. Work it out with the ladies of Zeta Phi Beta.

March 17 - Property Damage

At 714 East First Street, a stolen suitcase was found inside a vehicle.

March 17 - Property Damage

At the third-floor company, a student reported a property Damage. The annual Stagnant is on its way! Look for The Stagnant for a good laugh and some great satire. On racks March 31.
Mushaben: ‘Give women equity in pay increases’

BY MICHAEL DONADAS
Staff Writer

The word inequity is associated with words such as unfairness, discrimination. The Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion, a weekly magazine, recently ran an article on the topic of gender pay equity in university settings. The article highlighted the stark differences in pay between male and female faculty members. One of the key findings of the report was that women typically receive lower salaries than their male counterparts. In some cases, the pay gap is as much as 20%. The report also noted that the pay gap tends to be wider in fields such as science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), where women are underrepresented.

The President of the University of Missouri-St. Louis, Pam Warner, was interviewed for the article. Warner mentioned that she believes the University’s goal should be to provide equal pay for equal work, regardless of gender. She acknowledged that the University has made progress in closing the pay gap, but there is still work to be done.

In terms of the University’s current pipeline, Warner said that the University is working to ensure that women have equal opportunities for advancement and are represented in leadership positions. She also noted that the University is committed to providing equal pay for equal work.

The report also highlighted the importance of measuring and tracking gender pay equity. Warner said that the University is working to improve its data collection and reporting on gender pay equity, in order to better understand the pay gap and to identify areas for improvement.

Overall, the report and Warner’s comments suggest that the University of Missouri-St. Louis is taking gender pay equity seriously. However, there is still a long way to go before the University can claim to have fully closed the pay gap. Warner’s commitment to improving gender pay equity is a positive step forward, but there is still much work to be done.
Go ahead, drink up; I'll bring the Advil

In general, college students are strongly encouraged to drink responsibly, to avoid getting into trouble, and to control of their alcohol consumption. However, it is important to understand why I wouldn't enjoy altering my consciousness even if I could.

Regarding the alcohol abuse on campus, students have been known to use alcohol to cope with stress or to enhance their social interactions. However, excessive alcohol consumption can have negative effects on physical and mental health, including addiction, liver damage, and accidents. It is important to be aware of the risks associated with alcohol abuse and to make informed decisions about drinking.

Annie Bauer
Managing Editor

Regrettably, regardless of what people might think, alcohol is still readily available in most colleges and universities. It is up to the individual to decide whether or not to use alcohol.

Anne Bauer
Managing Editor

The music of Good Charlotte always puts me in a pleasant mood.

Tracy Bailey
Sophomore
Secondary Education

Chris Lorraine
Junior

Mary Montgomery
Freshman
Graphic Design

Katie Strickland
Freshman

Submit a Letter to the Editor
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Visit the Online Forums at TheCurrentonline.com
The ‘fairy science’

Of science, and the present public interest in and about the question of the management of scientific progress of development, but there still remains a need for an intellectual and other research in science. In sci-

The question is whether or not there is a need for the development of new and more specific policies for the contribu-

By Stanley A. Friedman

Although probably doesn’t strike it, this Ramen noodles all the time. Why, this stupid, cheap-as-chips can be the same thing as making you feel better than other meals. If you love it, and you love to, in adult, is what we pay for in business and in science.

Ramen actually means either

1. Asian instant noodles that are usually in a instant many reasons and not in others.

2. A Japanese dish that includes meat, vegetables and broth.

The Current
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Ramy Abdoul

Estrada’s nomination for the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and the fires this fall which will be made in the

There is great debate about the impact of Ramen noodles in the country. If Estrada is cer-

the case, he or she is likely to be

der the Court.
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St. Patrick’s Day: Not just for beer, corned beef
History behind the holiday more than meets the eye

BY SAGE WITHERS

St. Patrick, patron saint of Ireland, spread his gospel as a pagan soul was sixteen years old. Since his influential missionary work in Ireland approximately 1600 years ago, countless around the world have celebrated St. Patrick’s Day.

St. Patrick, whose baptism name was Mawrath, was born in Scotland around AD 384. Mawrath was extras, a group of Irish raiders invaded his village and sold him into slavery. During the six years Mawrath was held captive in Ireland, he learned Latin, studied the Bible, and he found himself close to God.

After he escaped, he studied with St. Germain, the bishop of Auxerre for twelve years. During his instruction in the monastery, he changed his name from Mawrath to the Christian saint of today. Once Patrick completed his studies, he left to convert Irish pagans into Christianity. He returned to Ireland and was appointed as the second bishop of the country. After thirty years of mission work, Patrick died on March 17, AD 461.

A common symbol of St. Patrick’s Day is the shamrock, which is the plant that Patrick reportedly used to explain the Christian concept of the Trinity to pagans. Another familiar symbol of the holiday is the leprechaun, which originates from the old Irish word “leathrz” meaning “little man.” The legend behind the little man reveals that each one has a pot of gold. If a person manages to catch one of these mischievous crea­tures, the leprechaun must give three wishes. However, if the captive glances away from the leprechaun, it will escape.

Another possible origin of the leprechaun relates back to the Blarney Stone. Long imprisoned “Luck.” Lough means imprisoned. “Luck.” Patrick is an extremely important figure in the Euro-Continents, and many European cities were named after him, including Louth, Limerick, and Lyons.

“My favorite thing to do on St. Patrick’s Day is peek people [who] aren’t wearing green,” said Carissa Butler, sophomore, communications.

The tradition of pinching those who forget to wear some green came about long ago. Irish people would wear on the holiday to pay tribute to their native country. The Irish children began the playful custom of pinching those who didn’t catch the green.

The Irish citizens have celebrated St. Patrick’s Day since the son’s death in March. 17. Many years go to church in the morning and celebrate the holiday in the afternoon and evening. Since St. Patrick’s Day falls during Lent, the religious has no room in it, and the Irish people take a traditional dish of Irish food just cottage.

Today, St. Patrick’s Day parades are held all over the world. The first was when Irish soldiers marched through New York in 1731 to celebrate the holiday and bring them the ultimate mission grant from the United States, Canada, and Australia, along with Ireland, generally known as the British Isles. Countries such as Japan and Russia even celebrate St. Patrick’s Day.

In 1995, the Irish government decided to take advantage of the tourism opportunities presented by this holiday. In 2002, over one million people flocked to Ireland to take part in the annual St. Patrick’s festivities in Dublin. The festival, which lasts for several days, features parades, concerts, outdoor theater productions and Guinness displays.

The University of Missouri-Buffalo’s holds the largest St. Patrick’s Day celebration in the United States, where the University of Missouri-Buffalo students and faculty participate in the annual St. Patrick’s Day parade. The annual parade begins at Stadium and Market Street and ended past Union Station at 23rd Street.

UM-St. Louis participated in the annual downtown St. Patrick’s Day parade Saturday with a float (featuring an UMSL student) and a contingent of UMSL students and faculty. Fifteen marching bands, 120 floats, and 5,000 marchers took part in this year’s parade.

UM-St. Louis participated in the parade with a thirty-four-deep float complete with a green plastic horse, a mascot that rode on a small horse on a fire truck and a technology float. A shuttle bus decorated in St. Patrick’s Day signs, masks and flags pulled the float down the St. Louis street. Floats, features and faculty staff decorated the float in green and orange, which is the colors of the festival.

UM-St. Louis Homecoming King and Queen joined a few costumed students and staff, including Blanche Teaford, former chassisine, on the float.

“I feel a great sense of pride and school spirit,” said Homecoming King from St. Louis, Missouri. “It was a really fun time.

This was the eight year UM-St. Louis participated in the St. Patrick’s Day Parade.
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Frank Abagnale, the subject of the recent Steven Spielberg film "Catch Me If You Can," speaks Wednesday evening of the MSC. His talk recalled details of his life, first as a forger during the years 1969-1970 and then working to help catch forgers. Abagnale regreted the audience with the humorous exploits of his life of crime, but also expressed the loneliness of a criminal on the run. His appearance was sponsored by Student Life and the University Program Board.

Abagnale was sponsored by Student Life and the University Program Board.
In their first weekend of Great Lakes Valley Conference play, the UMSL women's baseball team gave Lewis a bit of a scare in the opening game, pushing the score to 1-1 after just 2 1/2 innings. However, in the bottom of the third, the Riverwomen widened the gap by scoring two more runs. Head Coach Irish O'Reilly said that the Riverwomen played well in the second and third games.

The Riverwomen tied the game in the third, thanks to a three-run home run from the bat of Aubie Jones. However, in the top of the fifth, the Cardinals tied the game back up by scoring two runs off of a two-out, two-run home run from Tiffany Hughes. Lewis went on to win the game, 9-6.

The weekend was filled with exciting moments for the Cardinals. In the third game, Lewis scored 10 runs in the second inning to put the game out of reach. However, in the fourth game, the Cardinals found themselves trailing 8-6 in the bottom of the seventh inning. But with 2 outs and the bases loaded, the Cardinals scored three runs on a double by Tiffany Hughes to tie the game. In the bottom of the ninth, the Cardinals scored three more runs to win the game, 11-8, and take the series sweep from the Cardinals.

The series was marked by great pitching performances from both teams. In the first game, the Cardinals' pitcher, Jamie Beucke, threw a complete game shutout with 12 strikeouts. In the second game, the Cardinals' pitcher, Casey Moran, pitched a complete game with 9 strikeouts. In the third game, the Cardinals' pitcher, Tiffany Hughes, pitched a complete game with 13 strikeouts. In the fourth game, the Cardinals' pitcher, Aubie Jones, pitched a complete game with 11 strikeouts. The pitching was vital to the Cardinals' success in the series.

The Cardinals' bats were also hot in the series. In the first game, Tiffany Hughes went 4-4 with a home run and 2 RBIs. In the second game, Tiffany Hughes went 3-4 with 2 RBIs. In the third game, Tiffany Hughes went 3-4 with 2 RBIs. In the fourth game, Tiffany Hughes went 3-4 with 2 RBIs. The Cardinals' bats were led by Tiffany Hughes, who hit .500 for the series with 5 runs scored and 5 RBIs.

The Cardinals' defense was also strong in the series. In the first game, the Cardinals' defense was errorless. In the second game, the Cardinals' defense was errorless. In the third game, the Cardinals' defense was errorless. In the fourth game, the Cardinals' defense was errorless. The Cardinals' defense was led by Tiffany Hughes, who had 3 errors in the series.

The Cardinals' pitching and defense were crucial to their success in the series. The Cardinals' pitching was led by Jamie Beucke, who threw a complete game shutout with 12 strikeouts. The Cardinals' defense was led by Tiffany Hughes, who had 3 errors in the series.

The Cardinals' series sweep over Lewis was a testament to their hard work and dedication. The Cardinals' players worked tirelessly to prepare for each game, and their efforts paid off in their series sweep.

The Cardinals' season is off to a great start, and they are looking forward to the rest of the season. The Cardinals' next game is scheduled for April 16 against the University of Missouri-St. Louis. The Cardinals will be looking to continued their winning ways and secure their place at the top of the Great Lakes Valley Conference.
Up the Middle...

Shortstop fits in

By Will Melton

Staff Writer

One of the new faces on the Riverwomen Softball team is 21-year-old shortstop Sammery Adams. Former Head Coach Lisa Bonner promoted Adams at the 2002 National Junior College Athletic Association World Series in Kissimmee, Florida. She recruited Adams and her former teammate, Heather Bean.

Adams began playing softball when she was six years old, competitively at twelve. However, softball is a new experience for Adams.

"At Midland, I played second base for two years, then I had shoulder surgery, and I've had some problems there," Adams said. "The ligaments in my shoulder were tightened up because they had become excessively stretched out.

Adams fits right into the setting down from Riverwomen Head Coach Nicole Donlin has brought to the team.

"I really want to come in and turn this program around because we've just been kind of mediocre for the past few years," Adams said. "I know Coach Donlin's goal is to be the top Division III team, and I'm right with her because I just came from a winning program, and I don't want to change my ways. And personally, I just want to be happy. And, personally, I really have a lot of personal goals."

The Riverwomen have clicked nicely in a team and work well together both on and off the field.

"I really enjoy my teammates, we have a lot of fun, " Adams said. "We try to hang out a lot together. We do fun things. Like we had a Sadie-ball party, game nights and stuff just to get to know each other better, and I feel my other teammates; it wasn't like that off the field. We've had a few bumps in the road, but that happens and we're moving right along."

Adams is4.

"Adams decided to focus on her career in softball and gave up playing competitive soccer after her freshman year of high school. "But I play volleyball and basketball-I'm a jock," Adams said. "I know where you stand." Adams feels she's real alluring in her way, and you can joke around with her and stuff. But on the same token, you still know where you stand."

Adams decided to focus on her career in softball and gave up playing competitive soccer after her freshman year of high school. "But I play volleyball and basketball-I'm a jock," she said. In her spare time she enjoys playing golf and ultimate Frisbee.

"I was the choice for Adams when she was recruited out of Midland College. She's a native of Austin, Texas, and wanted to come to a school in the city rather than one of the small-town colleges that tried to sign her. Adams was in an assembly in St. Louis, and like most Minnesotians, she has some issues with the weather.

"That's it. It's too cold, and I never

Adams is settling into her role as the top catcher Heather Bean.

Coach Durnin's goal is to be the top catcher Heather Bean.

The Riverwomen have clicked nicely in a team and work well together both on and off the field.

"I really enjoy my teammates, we have a lot of fun," Adams said. "We try to hang out a lot together. We do fun things. Like we had a Sadie-ball party, game nights and stuff just to get to know each other better, and I feel my other teammates; it wasn't like that off the field. We've had a few bumps in the road, but that happens and we're moving right along."

Adams is about doing things with Coach Donlin.

"I really like her. She's a pretty positive coach," Adams said. "She keeps the mood; she's real alluring in her way, and you can joke around with her and stuff. But on the same token, you still know where you stand."

Adams decided to focus on her career in softball and gave up playing competitive soccer after her freshman year of high school. "But I play volleyball and basketball-I'm a jock," she said. In her spare time she enjoys playing golf and ultimate Frisbee.

"I was the choice for Adams when she was recruited out of Midland College. She's a native of Austin, Texas, and wanted to come to a school in the city rather than one of the small-town colleges that tried to sign her. Adams was in an assembly in St. Louis, and like most Minnesotians, she has some issues with the weather.

"That's it. It's too cold, and I never
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Finding out there's an internship for people your price less

MasterCard."

"Adams is consideration maj- considering a change to graphic design. She's aware of her career goals, but so far his life is concerned, being happy is good enough for her. And, as long as she has some stability, Steve Ray Vaughn and softball she'll be happy."

"There's not too much to it," Adams said. "I'm not big on having to have a lot of money or anything.

Apply for a summer internship in the sports business at mastercard.com. You could be sent to Nashville, where you'll spend five weeks learning from industry leaders. Some students will even get to work with the St. Louis Cardinals or the New York Mets. There are some things money can't buy, for everything else there's MasterCard!"

The Current is accepting applications for Staff Writers in the Sports Department. For more information, e-mail us at current@jinx.umsl.edu, call (314) 516-5174 or drop by the newsroom at 318 Millennium Student Center.

The Old Spaghetti Factory

727 N. First Street (On Laclede's Landing)

and fill out an application

Are you an energetic hard working person?

How would you like to work for the busiest restaurant in town?

516-5174

No experience is necessary!

You must be 16 to work there, 20 to wait tables

The current requires hiring for all positions:

Some of the great employee benefits include:

- Employees Discounts
- Flexible scheduling
- Metro Link Access
- (1-2 blocks away)
- New own schedule

- EmployeeSHighlights
- Flexible scheduling
- Metro Link Access
- (1-2 blocks away)
- New own schedule
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In this time of constant anxiety and worry over war, terrorism and other matters, it might be nice to see a musical that is both light and bouncy and emotional. Especially since I am not one of those people. "The Boyfriend," a musical, directed by Sandy Wilson, danced by Milton Vieira, written by Lennox and sung by others in the Lewis-Clark dinner theater, is just what the doctor ordered. Since the early 1960s, if not earlier, I have performed in any theater that can seat the audience who seem to want the experience of a musical. The plot of "The Boyfriend" seems to start out in a church, then the action moves from a local church to a town. As the story unfolds, the audience will see the troubles a local community has, but they will also see the beauty of the town and the people who live in it. The musical was written by Sandy Wilson, directed by Milton Vieira, and written by Lennox. The cast includes a cast of local performers, including memoria (Lennox), who wants to dance and is beautiful and greatly enjoyed by the audience. The plot is really not much. It's one of those stories where things are quickly brought forward and quickly resolved while a lot of singing and dancing is going on. It's farce enough to make you wonder, why doesn't someone do "What The Boyfriend" lacks in suspense and originality, it makes the story pop off the stage even more.

In the musical, the scenes are completely filled with the two older people, Domano, and Percival and the Breckman. As Kako Domano, Vili Orsolic, who plays the role of the boy who is always the straight man, is a great actor and captures the spirit of the boy. The Breckman, played by Milton Vieira, is a wonderful character, and his performance is perfect for that type of character. In every musical, the leads are only as good as their supporting characters, and "The Boyfriend" is no exception. In fact, "The Boyfriend" stars a wonderful character actor who is able to make the audience feel the emotions that every character they play.
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Stepping into stardom

By Any Given Song

The Creepy Crawl was bustling with screeching flavor from the New Jersey new wave band Knuckle Sandwich took the stage. There was something about the band's name that suggested how the crowd grabbed the entire audience and carried them. On Friday, March 2, 2009, the show was full of fun and energy, including live music.

The four-piece musicians who comprise Knuckle Sandwich have successfully combined their individual talents by putting on a fine baton in presence. Their release of are the upcoming Academy Awards. According to the famous singer and songwriter, Polanski should win. However, Scorsese is one of the strongest candidates for the award this year. But I could never warm up to this academic exercise. It's a little bit too far out for me. Scorsese is a little bit too far out for me.
The All-American Rejects are ROUNDING out to be an "American rock band with a punkish alternative future." The group began their career in a small, quiet town of Stillwater, Oklahoma. Taylor York and Nick Winters formed the band in 2001 while the band was on tour, and the voice acting is as corny to life based on the species of the self.

The racial humor is a bit of a new thing, but it's still funny. The boys seem to have become the fallback for this time-honored tradition by and the wickedness of Upton Julius, shrieking rats with wings. Impossible Creatures does more than surprise.

The Rejects are ecstatic about their tour in the music business and are planning on being in front of one day a fan. They want to prove to rock critics and alternative lovers that they will put out touring and they won't be just some one-hit-wonders.

In an era of talk to her and Y Tu Mama doesn't deal with love. However, their songs are ranked in any language, so failing

CHALLENGES:

- In 2002, the duo says growing up in the small, quiet town of Stillwater , Ohio, the destruction of the island chain, and more than likely, the self is not one song on the album, to every track on the album, the dedication and

In February, the band goes on tour in the United States; their upcoming tours will be performed at the end of the album cover. The dedication and

If you're looking to be a hero to your family, the destruction of the island chain, and more than likely, the self is not one song on the album, to every track on the album, the dedication and

The group has already received many great reviews from rock stations and magazines like Billboard, Premiere, and Rolling Stone. To January, Rolling Stone created the list of the band's favorite new and upcoming albums, singles and videos. The All-American Rejects ranked ninth in the chart among five.

Not only can滚作a great deal for the band's future attitude toward life. From the music box and the destruction of the island chain, and more than likely, the self is not one song on the album, to every track on the album, the dedication and

The band's debut album was released to music stores across the country on Feb. 4, 2003, and the sound effects make the critters rather than play the game. Save your.

The rejects are ecstatic about their tour in the music business and are planning on being in front of one day a fan. They want to prove to rock critics and alternative lovers that they will put out touring and they won't be just some one-hit-wonders.

Moving on to our next question before the group will be back in St. Louis. People can check out more on their band at www.allamericanrejects.net.
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Online Nomination Forms MUST BE Submitted by: FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 2003 at 5:00 pm!

Student Leadership Awards

Nomination Forms are available at www.umsl.edu/services/stuactiv
Dear Jason and Adam,

First of all, I would like to compliment you on coming out of the closet and/or violence against women, our concerns are clear. This is why we don’t agree with Jamie’s notions that we should be lied to and/or assaulted, maybe it is a crime that we don’t agree with the analogy or the frat house. Indeed, we feel that the man who made out to be. Of course, we don’t feel to be as offensive as it’s been made out to be. Of course, that’s just our own opinions.

Please understand that we don’t think that Jamie is in a negative light. We don’t know Jamie, and intuitively we don’t want people to break her. We've since been accused of being a couple of juvenile jerks. We've been since been accused of being a couple of juvenile jerks. Indeed, we feel that the man who made out to be. Of course, that’s just our own opinions.

You just don’t feel that Jamie is in a negative light. We don’t know Jamie, and intuitively we don’t want people to break her. We've since been accused of being a couple of juvenile jerks. We've been since been accused of being a couple of juvenile jerks. Indeed, we feel that the man who made out to be. Of course, that’s just our own opinions.

So what now? Will “The Village Idiots” continue to run in “The Daily” or anywhere else? We cannot imagine how our comments might have crossed Jamie’s mind. Also, we can see personally responsible for the future of Jamie! Handily, works that are not in the way they feel.

As for the future, we both believe that we have a moral responsibility to remove the offensive statements from the site of the house, no matter the cost. In this day and age, in light of all the turmoil in the world, all we need to be tolerant, of all people. Gay, straight, black, white, Christian, Muslim (remember this when you are going after that message with a big gun). We can’t all humans.

We know that you were probably just trying to stir up and/or ya’ll, and we think that you’re going to be all dis­ appointed with our response and all things with your as is another body. We’re always interested in feedback.

Love, Jason and Adam

If you have a question, send us an e-mail: VillageIdiotsJA@yahoocom. If you don’t like it, send us an e-mail: VillageIdiotsJA@yahoocom. If you don’t like it, send us an e-mail: VillageIdiotsJA@yahoocom.

As for your contention that being passionate about the “American values” quote, quite honestly, none of us cares for sure if homosexuality is genetic or if it is a choice, subconscious or otherwise. Neither one of us feels the need to agree with the contention that we are quite the opposite. Jamie herself admits on one of the other thing, since it really doesn’t make. Gay people are just the same as you are. However, her letter illustrates a certain intolerance and immaturity that you need to come across with (just calling the “idiots” and “glass houses” commentors as a joke, but we say sorry before you go making assumptions about people. There is a well-known axiom that humanity fears what it does not understand... Well, it’s obvious you don’t understand tolerance and compassion. For those of us who are tolerant of all people, we all do we can do shake our heads, in heartbreak that common feels they are in other aspects, and our own judgment.
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Volunteers will participate in an interview about their mood and all orientation dates. Applications are now being accepted with a deadline of Friday, March 14. Pick up an application packet from Student Life (366 MSC), the Bookstore or online at www.umsl.edu/services/orientation. If you have questions or would like more information, call Rachel at 516-6551 or Holli @ (314) 805-6571.

The Division of Student Affairs is seeking energetic, friendly, and highly motivated students to serve as mentors for New Student Orientation 2003. This is a paid position that requires participation in mentor development and all orientation dates. Applications are now being accepted with a deadline of Friday, March 14. Pick up an application packet from Student Life (366 MSC), the Bookstore or online at www.umsl.edu/services/orientation. If you have questions or would like more information, call Rachel at 516-6551 or email: rachel@umsl.edu.

Hunt green sofa bed, one year old, in excellent new condition, perfect for dorm or apartment. $300. Please contact Shane or Holli @ (314) 805-6571.

96 Dodge Neon Sport CD player. Excellent condition. $1,750 OBO. Call (314) 583-2557 for more information.

4 speakers for sale
AIASTEREO RECEIVER Model AX-100 SX
2 - 200 Watt Technics Speakers
100 watt Sony Speakers
The asking price for the entire package is $70.
Call Adam at (314) 283-2190

FOR WOMEN ONLY!!!
AGES 25-45

Have you ever wondered if your mood affects your health?
Does being happy make you healthy?
Does being sad make you sick?

*If you are healthy and not taking medications (birth control OK), you may be eligible for a study of MOOD & HEALTH.

*Volunteers will participate in an interview about their moods, complete questionnaires about behavior and have blood drawn to assess markers of health.

*Compensation of up to $150 possible.

Please call (314) 935-6738 for more information. All inquiries are confidential.

http://healthpsych.wustl.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
with 40 words or fewer
are free to students,
faculty and staff
All classifieds are due via email by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before the publication date.
In addition to the name of the advertiser, each classified submitted must contain a student number or faculty/staff department and title(s) prior to publication.

http://www.TheCurrentOnline.com current@jinx.umsl.edu
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Does being happy make you healthy?
Does being sad make you sick?

*If you are healthy and not taking medications (birth control OK), you may be eligible for a study of MOOD & HEALTH.

*Volunteers will participate in an interview about their moods, complete questionnaires about behavior and have blood drawn to assess markers of health.

*Compensation of up $150 possible.

Please call (314) 935-6738 for more information. All inquiries are confidential.

http://healthpsych.wustl.edu

Enroll now and get $100 back!

Receive $100 back through Kaplan's Rebate when you enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, GRE, DAT or TOEFL classroom course between March 1st – March 31st.

Call or visit us online for more information or to enroll.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/100rebate

Receive $100 back through Kaplan's Rebate when you enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, GRE, DAT or TOEFL classroom course between March 1st – March 31st.

Call or visit us online for more information or to enroll.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/100rebate

FOR WOMEN ONLY!!!
AGES 25-45

Have you ever wondered if your mood affects your health?
Does being happy make you healthy?
Does being sad make you sick?

*If you are healthy and not taking medications (birth control OK), you may be eligible for a study of MOOD & HEALTH.

*Volunteers will participate in an interview about their moods, complete questionnaires about behavior and have blood drawn to assess markers of health.

*Compensation of up $150 possible.

Please call (314) 935-6738 for more information. All inquiries are confidential.

http://healthpsych.wustl.edu

Special rebate offer:

Have Concerns About Your Campus?

Are There Things You Want Changed?

IF SO, JOIN STUDENT SENATE ORGANIZATION!

Come to an info session in the conference rooms of the MSC (3rd Floor) to find out how to apply and make a difference!

Tuesday, March 18th @ 2:00 pm
OR
Wednesday, March 19th @ 7:00 pm

Election applications are now available in the Office of Student Life so pick one up today.
Joel Goldman speaks to an audience in the Pilot House Wednesday on the dangers of drinking alcohol. He stresses that awareness of dangers of mixing alcohol and sex is crucial for good judgement about safe sex. He says that even though most college students understand how to practice safe sex, too often students' good judgement is clouded by alcohol. Goldman's appearance was sponsored by the Sigma Pi fraternity, University Health Services, and UPS.

BY MIKE SHAWHIN
StafWriter

Joel Goldman is no stranger to the dangers of mixing alcohol and sex. He recounted his own experiences before he became HIV positive. "I grew up in your basic upper-middle-class family, with very well-educated parents. When I went to college, the AIDS epidemic was just beginning, but everyone was saying that it was a disease that didn't affect educated classes," says Goldman.

Goldman found that alcohol was the perfect way to give himself the confidence to be social. "If I had a drink, all of a sudden I could go up and talk to someone I found attractive. After two drinks, I could ask them to dance. With three drinks, I actually thought I could dance." But he warns students, "When you're drunk, you can't say no. 'It's not that I didn't want to date, it was that I couldn't say no.'"

Goldman also points out that awareness about safe sex is widespread. "During the daylight hours, you all know how to protect yourselves. We have all learned about safe sex and condom use in order to prevent the spread of AIDS. But it's at night when people drink and take chances," says Goldman.

According to Rob Clarke, a member of Sigma Pi, the fraternity wanted to bring Goldman to UM-St. Louis "because we wanted to start providing more positive programs for the entire campus. The issues of risk manage­ment, particularly with sex and alcohol, are crucial for students."

Goldman is currently living in St. Louis, teaching a course on issues related to the AIDS epidemic. He lectures to students about the perfect way to give himself the confidence to be social. "If I had a drink, all of a sudden I could go up and talk to someone I found attractive. After two drinks, I could ask them to dance. With three drinks, I actually thought I could dance." But he warns students, "When you're drunk, you can't say no. 'It's not that I didn't want to date, it was that I couldn't say no.'"

Goldman also points out that awareness about safe sex is widespread. "During the daylight hours, you all know how to protect yourselves. We have all learned about safe sex and condom use in order to prevent the spread of AIDS. But it's at night when people drink and take chances," says Goldman.

According to Rob Clarke, a member of Sigma Pi, the fraternity wanted to bring Goldman to UM-St. Louis "because we wanted to start providing more positive programs for the entire campus. The issues of risk manage­ment, particularly with sex and alcohol, are crucial for students."

Goldman is currently living in St. Louis, teaching a course on issues related to the AIDS epidemic. He lectures to students about the perfect way to give himself the confidence to be social. "If I had a drink, all of a sudden I could go up and talk to someone I found attractive. After two drinks, I could ask them to dance. With three drinks, I actually thought I could dance." But he warns students, "When you're drunk, you can't say no. 'It's not that I didn't want to date, it was that I couldn't say no.'"